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Fra Elias sadly wished me good-bye. I believe that
he good man was very disappointed in me; he saw
mly morbid curiosity in my desire; the others were
breed to this, to him, distasteful duty, but I was
joing on my own initiative, and the good monk
evidently thought the worse of me for succumbing to
ny morbid inquisitiveness. However, when the party
>uckled on its equipment, I went with them.
The summit of Carmel is a wild and rocky place, but
t is very fertile where the peasants have cleared away
he rocks and uprooted the stunted trees and thorn-
;crub. It is not unlike some parts of Dorset, the wild
country between Hook and Maiden Newton close to
ny own home, for there are fields* trees, hedges and
Iry-stone walls. Every now and again we came across
nen working in the little, stone-strewn fields, or te&d-
ng sheep and goats.
The dogs never faltered. On we went at a brisk walk
—the soldiers and police striding along, most of them
carrying their rifles across their fore-arms, or tucked
inder their arm-pits as though we were walking up
>artridges in a field of roots at home. I am not going
;o deny that there was the very dickens of a thrill in
t all—at any moment we might come under fire—
Jaere was certainly plenty of cover for the Arab mur-
lerers to employ for an ambush. There was twice the
excitement of riding with the Cattistock Hunt over
Start Hill in Dorsetshire, for our chase was Man, and
:he best fox in the world cannot come up to the human
juarry in sheer brutal zest.
I am ashamed to write that, but I am trying to give
;he stark facts, and, at the time, I must have reverted
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